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Abstract 
Kageyama, S., Robustness of some balanced block designs, Discrete Mathematics 116 (1993) 
159-181. 
During the last three decades, the robustness of experimental designs has been investigated under 
several criteria. The present paper surveys various results on robustness of block designs in three 
different directions, when some observations are missing. The criteria on robustness discussed here 
are taken up from a combinatorial point of view. 
1. Introduction 
There has been an enormous interest in robust statistical procedures in recent years. 
Interest in robust designs has also been generated recently. Kiefer [38] introduced the 
concept of optimum designs in statistics. Various optimality criteria have been used in 
the study of design of experiments. A great deal of research has been done in finding 
designs satisfying one or more optimality criteria. Most of optimal design theory has 
been developed under ideal conditions. Optimum designs will not normally be 
optimum when some observations are missing (or unavailable). This could occur for 
example in an agricultural experiment in which the ‘treatments’ are fertilizers and one 
of them, perhaps through an error in formulation, turns out to be lethal. Moreover, 
the unavailability of even a single observation may lead to some (functions of) 
parameters being non-estimable. It is therefore of interest to see whether a block 
design is insensitive or robust against unavailability of observations or the presence of 
an outlier, etc. 
Some criteria of robustness against the presence of a single outlier have been 
developed statistically by Box and Draper [7], Gopalan and Dey [21], Ghosh and 
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Kipngeno [19] for randomized block designs, balanced incomplete block (BIB) 
designs, 2-associate partially balanced incomplete block (PBIB) designs and factorial 
designs. This approach is just based on a criterion for the construction of designs to 
minimize the effect of spurious observations. This idea has been extended by Andrews 
and Herzberg [2], and Herzberg and Andrews [26,27]. Robustness against the 
presence of certain trends has been discussed by Bickel and Herzberg [S], and Bickel, 
Herzberg and Schilling [6]. But the author does not feel that the criteria is interesting 
from a combinatorial point of view. However, we emphasize that this does not mean 
that the criteria are less significant. The purpose of this paper is to review the 
robustness of block designs with respect to the availability of some data. 
2. Robustness against unavailability of data 
The unavailability of data may arise not only from the loss of data or the data being 
missing but also from the budget deficits during the experiment. The unavailability of 
even one observation may destroy the whole purpose of experimentation. It is never 
possible to anticipate beforehand which observations are going to be unavailable. 
These facts, which are very common in real life, have motivated several researchers to 
study the robustness of designs against the unavailability of any number of observa- 
tions. In fact, such robustness of block designs has been investigated by Baksalary and 
Puri [3], Baksalary and Tabis [4], Chandak [lo], Ghosh [13-181, Ghosh, Rao and 
Singhi [20], Hedayat and John [24], Kageyama [34,35-J, Kageyama and Saha [37], 
Most [40], Saha and Kageyama [47], and Shah and Gujarathi [48]. 
Among them, there are two different directions for block designs. One is in terms of 
the property of connectedness of parameters, due to Ghosh [13], while another is 
in terms of variance-balancedness of the remaining structure, due to Hedayat and 
John [24]. 
2.1. Property of connectedness 
Ghosh [13-161 introduced a robustness property of designs against the unavail- 
ability of any t (a positive integer) observations in the sense that, when any t observa- 
tions are unavailable, all the parameters are still estimable in the usual linear model 
assumed. A BIB design is always connected. If some observations in a BIB design are 
unavailable, then the resulting design may not be another BIB design. Furthermore, 
the resulting block design may or may not even be connected with respect to (w.r.t.) 
treatment contrasts. 
Definition 2.1. A block design is said to be robust against the unavailability of any 
t observations if the block design obtained by omitting any t observations remains 
connected w.r.t. treatment contrasts. 
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Under this definition, Ghosh [lS] proved the following by a graph-theoretic 
approach. 
Theorem 2.1. A BIB design with parameters v, b, r, k, I. is robust against the unavailabil- 
ity of any r- 1 observations. 
Theorem 2.2. A BIB design with parameters v, b, r, k, ,I is robust against the unavailabil- 
ity of all observations in any r- 1 blocks. 
Remark 2.1. The above two theorems are still valid for t-designs with t 23. 
Similar results for m-associate PBIB designs were discussed by Ghosh, Rao and 
Singhi [20], who characterized the robustness property completely for m=2 and 
partially for m= 3. The robustness of more 3-associate PBIB designs have been 
examined individually by Saha and Kageyama [47], and Kageyama [34]. This 
examination is based on the application of connectedness conditions for PBIB designs 
produced by Ogawa, Ikeda and Kageyama [43]. 
In order to investigate the robustness property of other general block designs, 
which may be variance-balanced (VB) or efficiency-balanced (EB), we shall describe an 
interesting work by Baksalary and Tabis [4]. For convenience, let BD(v, b, n, N) 
denote a block design in which v distinct treatments are allocated on n experimental 
units arranged in b blocks, the allocation being described by the usual v x b incidence 
matrix N = ((nij)), where nij=O or 1. 
It is known (cf. Califiski [S]) that a connected BD(v, b, n, N) is VB iff 
R-NK-IN’={@-b)/(v-1)) ‘+“l” 
i l I+ 
and is EB iff 
R-NKlN’={n(n-b)/(n2-c’r)} R--irr’ , 
i I 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
where 
K=diag(k,,...,k,}, R=diag{r,, . . . . rV}, r=R 1,. _ 
These two concepts coincide for equireplicate block designs. 
Let D=BIBD(v, b, r, k,i) be a BIB design with parameters v, b,r, k,& and let 
D++ = BD(v, b, , n-f, N, ) denote a design obtained from D by deleting any t( d v - 1) 
experimental units. If D# remains connected irrespective of the choice of the units 
deleted, then D is said to be robust against the unavailability of any t observations and 
w.r.t. the estimability of treatment contrasts. This definition has been introduced by 
Ghosh [lS] who showed that every BIB design is maximally robust in the above 
sense, that is, it is robust against the unavailability of all observations in any r- 1 
blocks (see Theorem 2.2). For further considerations, concerned with block designs in 
general, the following adaptation of the concept of Ghosh [lS] will be helpful. 
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Definition 2.2. Let D=BD(a, b,n,N) be connected with Y(,) being the smallest treat- 
ment replication of D, and let 
D,=BD(V,b-r(,,+l,n,,N,) (2.3) 
denote a design obtained from D by deleting any rCvJ- 1 blocks. Then D is said to be 
maximally robust against the unavailability of data and w.r.t. the estimability of 
treatment contrasts if D# is connected irrespective of the choice of the block deleted. 
Three sufficient conditions for a block design to be maximally robust are now 
described. They show that the maximal robustness of a block design with parameters 
u,b,ri,kj (ix1 ,..., ~;j=l,..., b) can in some sense be ascertained by examining its 
block sizes kj only. 
Theorem 2.3. Let D =BD(u, b, n, N) be connected, and let rCIJ 3 ... arC,) and 
kc,,>, ... 3 k,, be its treatment replications and block sizes, respectively. Then the 
condition 
k, rCUJ) + k,, > u (2.4) 
is suficient for D to be maximally robust against the unavailability of data and w.r.t. the 
estimability of treatment contrasts. 
Proof. Let D, be as in (2.3), and suppose it is disconnected. Then this means that N, 
is isomorphic to diag {N 1 1, NZ2}. Hence it follows that if k* and k, denote the largest 
and smallest block size of D,, respectively, then v> k* + k,. But k* 3 k,,, )) and ” 
k, 3 kCbI, and hence u 3 kC,(“)) + kc,,, thus contradicting (2.4). 0 
Theorem 2.3 may be applied to examine the robustness of the family of VB designs 
with incidence matrices specified in Theorem 2 of Kageyama [32]. Throughout this 
paper, let 1, (Q,) denote an s x 1 vector of all unit (zero) elements, respectively. Further, 
I, is the identity matrix of order s. 
Corollary 2.1. Every VB BD (s + 1, 2s + m, s(s + m + 2), N), where s is even, m = s/2 + 1, 
and 
1 (2.5) 
is maximally robust against the unavailability of data and w.r.t. the estimability of 
treatment contrasts. 
Proof. It follows from (2.5) that 
k, .(“~,+k~b)=k~,+,,+k~z,+,,=s+2>s+ 1=u, 
and hence the result follows by Theorem 2.3. 0 
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Two further sufficient conditions for the maximal robustness of a block design refer 
to the off-diagonal elements of the matrices NK-‘N’ and NN’. These are described 
without proof (see Baksalary and Tabis [4] for the exact proof). 
Theorem 2.4. Let D =BD(v, b, n, N) be connected, and let rtl) 3 ... 2rCv, and 
kC1,> ... > k,,. Further let k, and 2.* denote the smallest ofS-diagonal elements of 
NK-‘N’ and NN’, respectively, and let 
1, = i k,j, and 12~ i k$,, (2.6) 
j=l j=l 
where c = rCO, - 1. Then each of the conditions 
k,>l1/(4k~,,(v-k~,,)) (2.7) 
and 
& > 1,/{4kc,, (v-kc,,) 1 (2.8) 
is suficient for D to be maximally robust against the unavailability of data and w.r.t. the 
estimability of treatment contrasts. 
The proof can be given, after some calculation, by assuming the disconnectedness 
for D, in (2.3). Note that Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 can also be applied to provide 
Theorem 2.2 due to Ghosh [15]. 
An immediate consequence of (2.1), (2.2) and Theorem 2.4 is the following. 
Corollary 2.2. Let D = BD (v, b, n, N) be connected with r(,,> ... >r(,,, and 
k,,,> ...3 kc,,, and let 1, be as dejined in (2.6). If D is VB and 
n-b 
-------> 
11 
v(v- 1) 4k&v-kc,,)’ 
(2.9) 
or $0 is EB and 
(n-b)r(,-l,r(,,, 11 
n2 - r’r 4k&v-kc,,)’ -- 
(2.10) 
then D is maximally robust against the unavailability of data and w.r.t. the estimability of 
treatment contrasts. 
For equireplicate VB and EB designs, the conditions (2.9) and (2.10) become 
identical. They were examined for 108 such designs listed by Gupta and Jones [22] in 
their Tables 1 and 2, and 89 designs proved to be maximally robust. The designs not 
satisfying the condition (2.9) are those on the positions 14,17,19,33,37,55,57,63, 
64,65,74,77,87,91,92,95,98, and 100 in Table 1, and that on the position 8 in Table 2. 
Moreover, none of them satisfies (2.4), thus leading to the conclusion that their 
robustness cannot be verified with the use of the sufficient conditions derived here. An 
illustration that these conditions are not necessary is the design No. 10 of Kageyama 
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[32 p. 2251, which is maximally robust although each of the conditions (2.4), (2.7) and 
(2.8) is invalid for it. A similar situation happens for 86 VB designs constructed by 
Jones, Sinha and Kageyama [29], and Pal and Pal [44]. It is also shown by (2.9) that 
the VB design given by Tyagi [5 l] is maximally robust if u > p2 - 2p + 3. 
2.2. Property of variance-balancedness 
We state the other robustness property in a block design set-up. As a statistical 
design, a BIB design, besides being universally optimal, has an interesting feature 
which appeals to many practitioners. All BIB designs are VB. Unfortunately this 
desirable feature of BIB designs can easily be lost if, due to some unforeseen circum- 
stances, some or all of the data, related to experimental units assigned to one or more 
treatments, are lost in actual experimentation. While in some case nothing can be 
done to prevent such an undesirable outcome, fortunately in many cases there are 
ways to preserve the variance-balancedness of the remaining design if we are careful in 
our selection of the design to begin with. The theory which deals with such problems 
was introduced and studied by Hedayat and John [24]. Here, we explore the cases 
where the variance-balancedness of the design remains under loss or deletion of one or 
more treatments. 
Let D= BIBD(u, b, r, k, A) on a set of v treatments sZ= (0, 1, . . . . u- l}. Let T be 
a subset of Q consisting of s( d v - 2) treatments. We denote by D the remaining design 
upon the loss of all experimental units in D assigned to the treatments in T. 
Definition 2.3. D is said to be globally resistant of degree s (GR(s)) if D is VB w.r.t. the 
loss of any s treatments from D. 
Definition 2.4. D is said to be locally resistant of degree s (LR(s)) if D is VB w.r.t. the 
loss of some (but not all) s treatments from D. 
Definition 2.5. D is said to be susceptible if any loss of treatments from D produces 
a D which is not VB. 
Chandak [lo], Hedayat and John [24], Most [40], and Shah and Gujarathi [48] 
have discussed several problems on resistant BIB designs. In particular, Most has 
clarified some structure of resistant BIB designs. It is generally known that the 
property of being resistant depends not only on the parameters of the design but also 
on the way the design is constructed. 
Practitioners utilizing block designs have paid very little attention to t-designs with 
t>3 since the standard data analysis of such designs totally ignores the structure of 
such designs beyond being 2-designs. However, in the context of resistant block 
designs r-designs play a key role as follows. This is obvious but interesting. 
Theorem 2.5. A BIB design is GR(l) ifSit is a 3-design. 
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Thus, all t-designs with t 2 3 are GR designs of degree one and possibly more. In 
many situations we can safely guard the variance-balancedness of the remaining 
designs based on available information to us if we could arrange to have suitable LR 
designs thus avoiding t-designs, t 33, which require in general a large number of 
experimental units. Therefore, it is useful to identify and catalog LR designs of various 
degrees. For example, Hedayat and John [24] have pointed out that any symmetric 
BIB design is LR(k), k being the block size. We describe LR(s) (or GR(s)) t-designs for 
s in a certain range, following Kageyama and Saha [37]. One of the conclusions 
suggests that local resistance of higher degree will be a rare property among 2-designs 
and resolvable designs. 
2.2.1. Resistance of t-designs for general t 
Local and/or global resistance of degree s will be examined for t-designs. A t-(0, k, a,) 
design in which every k-subset occurs as a block exactly c (2 1) times is called a trivial 
design. Necessarily, a t-design with t = k or k = u - 1 is also trivial. In this case, from the 
structure of the designs, we can obtain the following. 
Theorem 2.6. (i) A t-(u, t, A,) design is GR(s) with s < t. 
(ii) A t-(u, v- 1, A,) design is GR(s) with SGV- 1. 
Thus, in general we deal only with t-(u, k, 2,) designs with v - 2 2 k 3 t + 1. 
Let D be a t-(v, k, 2,) design and let 0 = (0,) d2, . . . , d,} be a given set of s treatments 
with 0 < s < u - 1. Then w.r.t. 0 we can split the blocks of D into 2” parts, denoted by 
fD,+,., ,.. x,: Xi=0 or 1 for all i= 1, . . . ,s} as follows: The subdesign DxIx2. x, on u-s 
treatments T\ 0 consists of all the blocks of D which contain the treatments (0,: xj= 1 
for 1 ,<j<s} and does not contain the treatments (ej: xj=O for 1 <j<s). 
Let (u, u’) (U # u’) be a pair of treatments which belong to { 1,2, . . . , v}\O. For 
a subdesign DxIx. .,. _ we let 
x,x*. -xs 
r, 
and 2X,X,.. Xs 
U”I 
denote, respectively, the number of replications of a treatment U, and the number of 
blocks in which treatments u, U’ both appear. In this case, from the definition of local 
resistance, we can get the following. 
Theorem 2.7. A t-design D is LR(s) ifSfor some 0 
c I& ____ = constant x k-w(x) for all u, u’(u # u’) 
where x=(x1, . . . . x,) and w(x) is the number of unities in x. 
We present two well-known results for the subsequent discussions (cf. Chakravarti 
[9], Hedayat and Kageyama [25]). 
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Lemma 2.1. Every t-(v, k, A,) design is a t’-(v, k, A,,) design with 
A.=,,( ;:I:)/( :I;:) 
for each 0 < t’ d t. 
For symmetry of notation it is convenient to let b = lo and r = i, . Hence a t-(0, k, I,) 
design has parameters v, k, A0 (= b), A1 (= r), AZ, . . . , A,. 
Lemma 2.2. The incidence matrix of a t-(v, k, %,) design is a 2-symbol balanced array of 
strength t with v constraints, A0 runs and index set { ,u,,, pl, . . , p,}, where for j= 0, 1, . . . , t, 
r-j 
pj=C (_I)’ t-j ( 1 i Aj+i. i=O 
These two lemmas yield the following two observations. 
Lemma 2.3. If sd t- 1, then, whether the t-design is resistant or not, it holds that 
for any 0, 
r;” = p,(,)+ 1 = constant for all u. 
Lemma 2.4. If sd t -2, then, whether the t-design is resistant or not, it holds that for 
any 0, 
~~~,=11,(,)+2=constant for all u, u’ (ufu’). 
Thus, Theorem 2.7 and Lemma 2.4 yield the following. 
Theorem 2.8. For 0 <s < t - 1, any t-design with t >/ 3 is GR(s). 
Note that Theorem 2.8 gives sufficient conditions for GR designs to have lower 
degrees. 
We next consider a case where s = t - 1. In this case, we have a characterization 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.9. A t-design D is LR(t-1) ifl, for one (xl, . . . . x,_~), D,, .., Xt_l is a BIB 
design. 
The proof follows by Theorem 2.7 and by noting in addition that, for a given pair 
(u, u’) of treatments in a t-design, there are 2’- ’ unknowns 
(2;;; J-‘} 
which necessarily satisfy 2’- ’ - 1 relations of the following type: 
c I”&, = constant, 
I 
where the summation extends over some or all x. 
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Remark 2.2. Theorem 2.9 coincides with Theorem 4.1 of Hedayat and John [24] and 
Theorem 3.5 of Chandak [lo] when t=2 and 3, respectively. 
Note that for a (x1, ..,xJ with sd t - 1, D, ,... xS is to be a BIB design with 
parameters Y* = u - s, k* = k - w(x), j_* = r*(k* - l)/(u* - l), 
s-w(&) 
b*= 1 (-l)i s-;(s) iW(_X)+i) 
i=O ( 1 
r*=Pw(x,+l= _ ~-~-’ (-l)i( ‘-w,-l)~~(~)+i+l. 
When we take (x1, . .,x,)=(1, . .., l), w($=s. In this case, if s=t- 1, then 
jV* = i,(k - t)/(u - t). Furthermore, note that if the il* is an integer in a t-design, then all 
other 1_*‘s of BIB designs for other (x1, . . . , x,) are integers. Thus, we have established 
the following by considering the Fisher inequality for each of D,, XS. 
Theorem 2.10. If a t-(v, k, A,) design is LR(t - I), then the parameters satisfy: 
(i) /l,(k - t)/(v - t) = an integer; 
(ii) v--t+ 1 < ,,Fiv_, {f~~l~-l~i(“-r-l)~~+i}. 
Note that Theorem 2.10 coincides with Corollary 4.2 of Hedayat and John [24] 
when t =2. On the other hand, from the definition of a t-design, we obtain the 
following well-known result. 
Theorem 2.11. A t-design is GR(t- 1) ifSit is a (t + 1)-design. 
When t =2, Theorem 2.11 yields Theorem 2.5. This proposition shows that the 
existence of a t-design, t > 4, always implies the existence of an LR(2) 3-design. For 
example, we can find three series of t-designs with t =4 and 5 in Alltop [l] and 
Norman [42]. 
We consider the case where s= t. First, we present necessary conditions for the 
existence. 
Theorem 2.12. If a t-(v, k, A,) design is LR(t), then the parameters satisfy the following: 
(i) /2,( k - t)/(u - t) = an integer; 
(ii) A,(k--t)(k-t-l)(v-l)(u-2) ... (u-t+l)/[(o-t)(o-t-l)]=an integer. 
Sketch of proof. (i) follows from the constancy of r,!l ...I in a design D,, ...Xt with 
x1 = ... =x, = 1. (ii) follows from Theorem 2.7. 0 
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We get a sufficient condition for the existence of an LR(t) t-designs, similarly to 
Theorem 2.9. 
Theorem 2.13. A t-design is LR(t) f any of the following conditions holds: 
(i) any t + 1 subdesigns D,, . . . Xt are BIB designs; 
(ii) any t of the ‘proper’ subdesigns are BIB designs, where the proper design means the 
collection of blocks having the same block size. 
2.2.2. Special observations for 2- or 3-designs 
We discuss LR (1 or 2) t-designs with t = 2 or 3 in some detail. By taking as blocks 
all possible combinations of k out of u treatments, it is obvious that any BIB design 
with parameters v, b=(I), r=(LI:), k,;1=(:1$ of the unreduced type is LR(s) with 
s d k, if k 2 2. Hence it suffices to deal only with BIB designs, satisfying k 2 3, except for 
the designs constructed by taking all possible combinations as above. 
Hedayat and John [24] proved the following. 
Theorem 2.14. A BIB design is LR(l) i;fs DO is a BIB design (ifl D1 is a BIB design). 
From Theorem 2.7 and a relation A$ + AZ,!, + n,$ + A$ = 1, we have the following. 
Theorem 2.15. A BIB design is LR(2) iff (k-2)1$?- k A,‘,‘, is constant for all u, 
u’(u Zu’). 
This theorem yields immediately the following. 
Corollary 2.3. When [DO0 : D, 1] is a VB design, a BIB design is LR(2) iflD,,,, (or D, 1) is 
a BIB design. 
Corollary 2.4. When D is an LR(2) BIB design, DO0 is a BIB design iff D,, is a BIB 
design. 
Considering the parameters of D, and D1, we have the following. 
Corollary 2.5. Zf D is LR(l), then its parameters satisfy: 
(i) r>,o-1 (ifSA>,k-l), 
(ii) A(k - 2)/(v - 2) = a positive integer, 
(iii) b >, v + r - 1. 
Remark 2.3. Hedayat and John [24] gave another necessary condition, A> 1. How- 
ever, using the Fisher inequality for parameters of D1, we obtain A>/ k - 1 equivalent 
to (i). Thus, their condition A> 1 is superfluous. 
From Theorem 2.12, we have the following. 
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Corollary 2.6. If a BIB design is LR(2), then its parameters satisfy: 
(i) AZ (k - 2)/(u - 2) = an integer, 
(ii) &(k-2)(k-3) (u-l)/[(~--2) (v-3)]=an integer, 
(iii)’ r(k - 2) (V - 2k)/(u - 2) = an integer. 
Note that (iii)’ is derived from (i) but it is useful for checking integrality. 
It seems that there are not very many sets of parameters (in the practical range) for 
BIB designs satisfying the conditions in Corollary 2.6. However, it is obvious that if 
there exists an LR(2) BIB design, then there are many LR(2) BIB designs constructed 
by taking some copies of the original BIB design. Note that the condition (i) is also 
a necessary condition for a BIB design to be LR(l) and that there are quite a few sets 
of parameters for BIB designs satisfying (i) only. 
For example, the parameters of a BIB design satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii)’ in 
Corollary 2.6 can be expressed as 
v=2k, b=21(2k-l), r=1(2k-l), k, A=l(k-1) , (2.11) 
for a positive integer I such that lk is an even integer divisible by 2k - 3. Hedayat and 
John [24] presented an example for k = 6 and II = 3. When k = 3, we get v = 6, b = 10 1, 
r = 5 I, k = 3, % = 2 I for I E 0 (mod 2) which is constructed by taking some copies of all 
combination type BIB design with parameters u = 6, b = 20, r = 10, k = 3, A = 4 which is 
in fact a 3-design with & = 1. This is obviously LR(2). It follows from (2.11) that for 
r < 30 there is no example of LR(2) BIB designs with v = 2k and k 3 4. On the other 
hand, a BIB design with v=2k+ 1 satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii)’ in Corollary 2.6 can be 
given by 
u=2k+ 1, b=1(2k+ l), r=lk, k, A=l(k- 1)/2 (2.12) 
for a positive integer 1 such that l(k - 1)/2,l(k- 2)/(2k- 1) and I(k- l)(k- 2)/ 
[2(2k- l)] are all integers. Note that there is no possibility for the validity of (2.12) 
when 1= 1,2. It follows that for k > 4 and r < 30, BIB designs with (2.12) can be listed as 
only two examples: 
(a) v=ll, b=33, r=15, k=5, 1=6; 
(b) v=ll, b=66, r=30, k=5, A=12. 
Note that the existence of an LR(2) BIB design with (a) is unknown, while an LR(2) 
BIB design with (b) can be constructed using an existing 4-(11, 5, 1) design. 
Remark 2.4. When the basic design is a BIB design, it is obvious that D in 
Definition 2.3 is also pairwise-balanced irrespective of the choice and cardinality of T. 
It is clear that the problem of examining the resistance of a BIB design is very closely 
connected with the problem of characterizing binary block designs which are simul- 
taneously pairwise- and variance-balanced. Some interesting results related to this 
problem has been given in Baksalary and Puri [3], and Hedayat and John [24]. 
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We finally consider a BIB design with the property of affine a-resolvability to 
characterize a family of affine u-resolvable LR(1) BIB designs. In this class, as an 
example of validating a condition (iii) in Corollary 2.5, we have the following. 
Theorem 2.16. Any afine a-resoloable BIB design is for c( 2 2 not LR( 1). 
The proof follows from b=u + t - 1 and Corollary 2.5(iii) with r=ort if ~22. 
As the remaining cases, we have the following. 
Theorem 2.17. Any afine resolvable BIB design is not LR(l) except for a series of 
parameters 
u=4t, b=2(4t-l), r=4t-1, k=2t, ,I=2t-1, tal. (2.13) 
Proof. It is known (cf. Shrikhande [49]) that the parameters of an affine resolvable 
BIB design can be expressed in terms of only two integral parameters 1 and t as 
v=P[(I-l)t+l], b=1(Pt+1+1), r=12t+l+1, 
k=I[(l-l)t+l], A=It+l, 122, tal. 
In this case, Corollary 2.5 implies that when 12 3 there does not exist an affine 
resolvable LR(l) BIB design. As the remaining case of possibility of LR(l), we have 
I= 2 which yields (2.13) for t3 1. This completes the proof. q 
Remark 2.5. From Chandak [lo], and Hedayat and John [24], it follows that if 
a Hadamard matrix of order 4t exists, then an affine resolvable BIB design with (2.13) 
exists. Furthermore, this design is also GR(l), i.e., the design is also a 3-design, and 
further is LR(k). Incidentally, it is conjectured (cf. Shrikhande [49]) that an affine 
resolvable BIB design with (2.13) exists for every positive integer t. Sprott [SO] gave 
a difference set for an affine resolvable BIB design with (2.13) when 4t - 1 is a prime or 
a prime power. 
Similarly, we can get the following. 
Theorem 2.18. Ajfine cc-resolvable BIB designs with k > 3 are not LR(2). 
Theorem 2.19. AfJine resolvable 3-designs are not LR(s) for s=2 and 3. 
Proof. It is known (Norman [41]) that all 3-designs are affine resolvable iff they have 
parameters 
v=4A3+4, b=2(42,+3), r=4Ag+3, k=2&+2, i,=2&+1, 
which show that the quantity (ii) (and (iii)‘) in Corollary 2.6 is not an integer for & 2 1. 
On the other hand, when t=3 in (i) of Theorem 2.12, it is easy to show that 
il,(k-3)/(u- 3) is not an integer. The proof is complete. 0 
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Using Theorems 3.3 and 3.1 of Chandak [lo] and Kageyama [31], respectively, we 
have the following. 
Theorem 2.20. An afine resolvable 3-(v, k, 2,) design is LR(2%, + 2). 
Remark 2.6. Sprott [SO] gave a family of affine resolvable 3-(4u, 2u, u- 1) designs if 
4u- 1 is a prime or a prime power. More generally, it is well known (cf. Kimberley 
[39]) that an affine resolvable 3-(4u, 2u, u - 1) design exists iff there exists a Hadamard 
matrix of order 4~. As an alternative expression, the affine resolvable 3- 
(4i3 + 4, 2& + 2, &) design always yields an LR(2& + 2) BIB design, upon deletion of 
any one block in a complete replication. 
Thus, it may not be so easy to characterize LR(2) BIB designs completely, in terms 
of the design parameters. It seems that the necessary conditions in Corollary 2.6 are 
very severe, and then it is a task to find existing designs satisfying the conditions 
among a class of BIB designs except for unreduced designs. 
As some examples of parameters of existing LR(2) 3-designs, except for unreduced 
3-(v, k, (iI i)) designs, we can present the following designs for A3 ~20 (cf. Alltop [I], 
Hedayat and Kageyama [25], Kageyama and Hedayat [36], Norman [41]): 
3-(0, k,A3)=(11, 5,4), (11, 5, 81, (11, 5, 1% (11, 5, 161, (11, 5,20), 
(11, 6, 8), (11, 6, 161, (12, 5, IQ (12,6,6), (12, 6, 1% 
(12,6, 18) (23, 5, lo), (23, 5,20), (23,7,5), (23, 7, lo), 
(23, 7, 15), (2% 7,20), (27,6, 81, G’7>6, 161, 
which are indeed 4-designs also. 
As one of our conclusions for this section, we can say that LR(2) BIB designs, if they 
exist, have large values of parameters, and then they may not be useful in a practical 
field. Therefore, it is not worth-while to consider an LR BIB design of higher degree. 
However, this resistance with higher degree is theoretically interesting. 
Remark 2.7. Following Most [40], a BIB design is said to be fully locally resistant to 
(x 1, . . . ,x,)(FLR(x,, . . . ,x,)) if, for all subsets T of {x1, . . . ,xs}, the block design 
remaining after all experimental units corresponding to the treatments in T are 
removed is VB. His definition is stronger than our local resistance. He proved that 
a BIB design with block size k is FLR(x 1, . . . , x,), s i: k, iff all subdesigns formed by 
removal of each subset of {xi,. . . ,xs} are BIB designs in all of the remaining 
treatments. Furthermore, he showed that a BIB design D with block size k is 
FLR(x,, . . , xs), s < k, iff for each t < s, every (t + 2)-tuple containing any r-subset of 
(x 1, ... 3 x,} appears in the same number of blocks of D. From his characterization, it 
also follows that a sufficient condition for a BIB design to be LR(2) is that it is 
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a 4-design (see also Theorem 2.8). Hedayat and John [24], and Most [40] gave 
examples of LR(2) BIB designs which are, however, also 4-designs. 
2.2.3. Observations on constructions 
There are some construction methods of LR or GR BIB designs. Hedayat and John 
[24] presented the following. 
Theorem 2.21. The existence of a BIB design with parameters v, b, r, k, A. satisfying 
b = 3r - 2A implies the existence of a GR(l) BIB design with parameters 
v’=v+ 1, b’=2b, r’=b, k’=(v+ 1)/2, A’=r. 
On the other hand, Shah and Gujarathi [48] produced the following. 
Theorem 2.22. If a BIB design with parameters v, b, r, k, A satisfying r = 21 exists, then 
there exists an LR(l) BIB design with parameters 
v”=v+l, b”=2b, r”=b, k”=k, r=b-r 
w.r.t. two given treatments. 
Kageyama [35] showed that Theorems 2.21 and 2.22 produce the same family in 
the sense of constructing LR( 1) BIB designs. However, their methods produce designs 
having different remarkable block structures. This is explained as follows. 
When N is the incidence matrix of a started BIB design, Theorem 2.21 yields the 
following structure in an incidence form as 
N NC 
I...1 ()...() 1 
(2.14) 
where NC is the complement of N. On the other hand, since N is generally partitioned 
as 
Theorem 2.22 shows the following structure in an incidence form as 
The structure (2.14) always yields a 3-design, whereas the structure (2.15) does not 
produce a 3-design. It appears that most of available LR(l) BIB designs have a block 
structure of a 3-design. Thus, Theorem 2.22 is very useful and interesting in the sense 
that we can get systematically an LR BIB design which is not a 3-design. Shah and 
Gujarathi [48] do not point out such a property. 
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Finally, we can present all the parameters’ sets, which are exhaustive, of existing 
LR(l) BIB designs with r830, constructed by their method, as: 
(1) u=6, b=20, r=lO, k=3, i=4; 
(2) u=6, b=40, r=20, k=3, i=8; 
(3) v=6, b=60, r=30, k=3, 3.=12; 
(4) v=8, b=14, r=7, k=4, A=3; 
(5) v=8, b=28, r=14, k=4, A=6; 
(6) u=8, b=42, r=21, k=4, A=9; 
(7) v=8, b=56, r=28, k=4, A=12; 
(8) u= 10, b=36, r= 18, k=5, A=8; 
(9) v= 12, b=22, r=ll, k=6, A=5; 
(10) u= 12, b=44, r=22, k=6, /z=lO; 
(11) v=14, b=52, r=26, k=7, A=12; 
(12) u= 16, b=30, r= 15, k=8, A=7; 
(13) u= 16, b=60, r=30, k=8, A= 14; 
(14) u=20, b=38, r=19, k=lO, ;1=9; 
(15) v=24, b=46, r=23, k=12, A=ll; 
(16) u=28, b=54, r=27, k= 14, A= 13. 
Note that each of parameters’ sets has two designs with different block structures, i.e., 
one is a 3-design, but another is not a 3-design, and designs of Nos. (4), (9), (12) and (14) 
belong to series (2.13) of affine resolvable BIB designs (cf. Kageyama [32]). Further 
note that for a 3-(v, k, A,) design, ;l(k -2)/(v- 2) (=A,) is necessarily an integer. 
Furthermore, as examples of parameters of other existing LR(l) BIB designs we can 
present for the range of r<20; 
(17) v=lO, b=30, r=12, k=4, A=4; 
(18) u= 11, b-33, r= 15, k=5, /2=6; 
(19) v=17, b=68, r=20, k=5, A=5. 
In fact, there exist 3-designs with parameters of Nos. (17) to (19). 
There are not so many sets of parameters in a practical range for D. Hedayat and 
John [24] showed that D is GR(l) iff it is a 3-design (Theorem 2.5), and that any 
t-design, t > 3, is at least GR( 1). Since there are a number of families of t-designs, there 
exist a number of families of LR(l) BIB designs. However, these designs have mostly 
large values of the design parameters. 
3. Robustness against unavailability of one treatment in terms of efficiency 
This direction occurs originally from a statistical point of view. It is known (cf. 
Raghavarao [45], Roy [46]) that the connected incomplete block designs, with the 
highest intrablock efficiency factors, are balanced in the sense that all the elementary 
treatment contrasts are estimated with the same precision, if a VB design exists. We 
adopt the situation in which, for some reason, one of the treatments, in a BIB design 
or a connected VB design with unequal block sizes and with efficiency E, is missing. In 
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this case the resulting residual design is not, in general, balanced in the original sense. 
It is important therefore to ask whether the balanced structure can be so fragile, that 
the loss of a single treatment can produce a residual design so unbalanced, that there 
is a serious loss of efficiency. For a detailed discussion of balanced designs, refer the 
reader to the author’s paper in Chapter 1. 
We now discuss the general problem of the efficiency E of a residual design and 
establish a lower bound, Emin, and an upper bound, E,,,, for it. Then Emin < E 6 E,,,. 
A block design attaining E = E,,, is said to be most efficient. Furthermore, 
Emin/‘& B E/E< E,,JE, which presents the range of a measure of the reduced efficiency. 
The loss of efficiency due to unbalance in a residual design is less than 
(1 - Emin/E) x 100%. From a point of view of efficiency, a design with large value of 
Emin/& is said to be robust concerning one lost of the treatments. A design with large 
value of Emin/& for every one lost of the treatments is simply robust. This robustness 
property has been discussed by John [28] and Kageyama [33]. We shall describe 
some summary of their work. Though a VB design with a constant block size is a BIB 
design, the procedures of evaluating the efficiency of residual designs are slightly 
different. Then we shall discuss the problem separately. 
3.1. BIB designs 
Let D = BIBD (u, b, Y, k, A) with the usual incidence matrix N. Suppose that one of 
the treatments in D is omitted or missing. The resulting design D, has two subdesigns 
Di and D2 in which D1 consists of those blocks which formerly contained the missing 
treatment and D2 consists of the unspoiled blocks. D1 has parameters u1 = u - 1, b, = r, 
rl=%, ki=k-1, and D2 has parameters v,=v-1, b2=b-r, r,_=r-2, kZ=k. The 
corresponding incidence matrices are Ni for Di, i= 1,2. Under the usual linear model, 
the intrablock matrix for D is given by 
C=rZ-{l/(k-1)) N,N’i-(l/k) N2N; 
which plays an important role in a block design as C-matrix. It can be shown that if 
8 is an eigenvalue of N1 N; other than A(k - 1) and & be a corresponding eigenvector 
then $ = r - B/(k - 1) -(r-%-0)/k is an eigenvalue of C with eigenvector 3. 
The efficiency factor of a block design can be defined in the usual way (cf. 
Raghavarao [45]). In our case, it is known that 
with C(i the multiplicity of hi. Our problem is first to derive a lower bound for E. The 
minimum value Emin of E occurs when Ci CCL+; ’ is maximized. Some argument can 
yield 
E =v-2 
ltl,” 
4 
(k-1)2+(t-l-k)k 1 -i r /Iv-r Av * 
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On the other hand, it is obvious that the maximum value of E is 
E max = 
r(u- 1)-b. 
r(u-2) ’ 
this value is attained when the design D, is balanced. This is also written as 
E,ax=$[l-&]=+-&]. 
where E is the efficiency of the original BIB design with no missing treatments. From 
the present point of robustness, the behaviour of values of Emin/& should be examined. 
The bounds derived here are not always attained; for example, in the case of u = 8, 
a study of the four non-isomorphic BIB designs with parameters v=8, b= 14, r= 7, 
k = 4, A = 3 showed that the thirty-two possible residual designs have only three values 
of E. In the balanced case E = 0.83333, in the other cases E = 0.83300 and 0.83311. But, 
we have Emin = 0.83265. The values of Emin, E,,, and E were computed for each of the 
BIB designs listed by Raghavarao [45]. The ratio Emin/E,,, exceeded 0.99 for each of 
the designs. The lowest value of the ratio Emin/& was 0.933, which occurred for the 
small design with parameters v = 6, b = 10, r = 5, k = 3, A= 2. For v > 7, Emin/‘& >0.945 
and for v> 15 the ratio exceeds 0.99. This indicates that the loss of efficiency due to 
unbalance is trivial and that the BIB designs are very robust in respect to the omission 
of one of the treatments. 
The last question is to show the existence of a BIB design attaining the lower bound 
E,i”. In fact, it can be shown that a symmetric BIB design always satisfies E = Emin, 
independently of the treatment omitted. 
3.2. VB designs 
Let N be the incidence matrix of a connected binary VB design D with parameters v, 
b, ri, kj, PI= XI= 1 ri and p = (n - b)/(u - l), in which C = p {Iv -(l/u) l,l:> (cf. Kageyama 
[30, 321). This VB design has the efficiency 
(i= 1, . . . ,u--l),kf=kjorkj-1 (j=l,...,b)andn*=CP~lr~,whichiscalledaresid- 
ual design concerning the lost treatment. Note that there may be several different 
designs depending on which treatment is omitted. It is also supposed that D* is 
connected. Efficiency of the residual design D* is given by 
v*- 1 
1 s?-‘}, 
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where ST, . . . , S,*_ z are the nonzero eigenvalues of the C*-matrix of D*. We then have 
E= 
u*+*-1) 
v*-1 (3.1) 
n* ic, SF-l 
ll* 
u* - 1 
d 
c 
g*=V*(n*-b*) 
n*(v*-1) i=l L n*(v* - 1) . 
(3.2) 
Thus, the maximum attainable value of E is given by 
E. = u* (n* - b*)/[n*(v* - l)]. 
Furthermore, it is clear that the equality sign in (3.2) holds when and only when 
ST = .‘. = S,** _ r, in which case the design D* is connected VB. Therefore, this expres- 
sion E, gives an upper bound for efficiency that is attainable only if D* is VB. In this 
case 
EO/& = n(v - 1)2 (n* - b)/[n*v(v- 2) (n-b)], 
which presents the maximum of the range of a measure of the reduced efficiency. If any 
residual design D* concerning every one lost of the treatments is balanced, then the 
original design D may be exactly robust. However, this case is not interesting to us 
under the present motivation. 
The problem here is to derive bounds for efficiency of a connected residual design 
D* which is not balanced. That is, a relation ST= ... =Sz*_, does not hold in D*. 
From (3.1) it suffices to determine the smallest and largest stationary values of 
“* - 1 
r’ 
given of * 
- 1 
trace(C*2)= Jr Sr2 = b+ i ri-2 i i (rinij)lkj* 
i=2 i=2 j=l 
+ 2 C pjj,/(kTkj*,) 
j<j, 
( = 4 say) 
where nij being 0 or 1 is the (i, j)-element of N and pjj, is an intersection number ofj-th 
and j’-th blocks in N*. It is clear that the value of B depends on the block structure of 
the design. Hence, consider designs with a fixed 
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and hence a fixed B. Following the approach of Conniffe and Stone [l 11, we have the 
following: Setting 
P=[B-AZ/(u*-1)]1’2 (>O), 
as an upper bound for efficiency of D*, for A2 > B 
E max =u*/{n*[l/(A+(~*-l)~/~(v*-2)‘~~P] 
+(u*-2)/[A-((u*-l)/(u*-2))“2P]]}. 
As a lower bound for efficiency of D*, for A2/B + 1 > v* - 1 > AZ/B 
E,in=~*/{n*[l/[A-(U*- 1)“‘(~*-2)~‘~P] 
+(u*-2)/[A+((u*-l)/(~*-2))~‘~P]]}. 
Furthermore, if B divides A2, then for A2/B+2>u*- 1 > AZ/B a lower bound for 
efficiency of D* can be given by 
Emi”=u*/(n*[2/[A-[(u*- 1)(~*-3)/2]~‘~P] 
+(u*-3)/[A+[2(u*-l)/(o*-3)]“2P]]}. 
If we can find a reduced design for which E,,, is attained, the original design will be 
the most efficient design. 
Remark 3.1. It is obvious that the discussion here remains valid even if the original 
design D is a BIB design with parameters u, b, r, k, 2. In this case, ~=E.u/(rk) and 
EO = [r(u - 1) - b]/[r(u - 2)]. Moreover, the expression of Emin in Section 3.1 is very 
simple and its value is approximately equal to the value of Emin derived here. In this 
sense, the results here extend those in Section 3.1 on robustness of BIB designs to VB 
designs, with possibly unequal block sizes and unequal replication. Furthermore, from 
a practical point of view, it may not be possible to design equi-size blocks, accommo- 
dating the equi-replication of each treatment in all the blocks. Thus, it may be 
meaningful to extend or improve upon the results in Section 3.1. 
We now consider an application of these discussions. Let D, be a symmetric BIB 
design with parameters u = b, r = k, 2 satisfying v # 2k, having the incidence matrix N,. 
Then N = [N, : N’,] yields an equireplicate VB design D with parameters v’ = u, 
b’=2b, r’= b, having efficiency E= 1 - l/(u- 1) which tends to unity as u increases 
indefinitely. Furthermore, a residual design D* is clearly connected, but it is generally 
not a VB design. In this case, it can be shown that A=u(u- 3) and 
B=u(~~-5~+2)+2(k-~)~+2~~(u-k) [l/(k- l)+(u-k- 1)/(2k2)] 
+2(k-A)2[k/(u- k)+(u- k)/k] + k(I- 1)2/(k- 1) 
+k(k-l)(u-2k+;1)2/(u-k)2+2k(u-k)(k-~-1)2/[(k-1)(u-k-1)] 
+[2k(u-2k+IJ2+(u-k)(u-2k+~-1)2]/(u-k-1), 
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which should be noted to be dependent only on the parameters of the design. Hence 
E max and Emin can easily be calculated. 
Example 3.1. Take a VB design with parameters u = 5, b = 1.5, I= 9, kj= 2, 3 or 4, 
n = 45 and with E = 5/6, whose blocks are given by (2,3,4,5) (2,3,4,5) (1,2,3) (1,4) (1,5) 
(1,3,4,5) (2,4) (1,2,3) (1,3,4,5) (2,5) (1,2,4,5) (1,2,4,5) (1,2,3) (3,4) (3,5), in which 
C = (15/2) { Z5 - (l/5) Ls 1_;}. The values of bounds for efficiency of residual designs can 
be computed in two cases: 
(i) When any one of treatments, 1,2 or 3, is lost, E,,, = 0.77663 and Emin = 0.77656. 
Then Emin/& > 0.93 18. The actual efficiency is E = 0.77660. 
(ii) When any one of treatments, 4 or 5, is lost, E,,, = 0.77691 and Emin = 0.77687. 
Then EminlE > 0.9322. Actually, E = E,,, which shows that the original design is most 
efficient when one of treatments 4 or 5 is lost. 
Note that even if a residual design is balanced, its efficiency is 0.77777 which 
approximates to the values of Emin in the above two cases. 
Thus, the values of E,,,, Emi”, E. and E can be computed concerning various VB 
designs which are for example listed by Kageyama [32], Gupta and Jones [22], and 
Jones, Sinha and Kageyama [29]. In almost all cases, ratio Emin/E > 0.90. Under these 
circumstances, it seems that the balanced structure on VB designs with unequal block 
sizes is generally robust when any one of the treatments is lost. 
Remark 3.2. It is possible to investigate robustness for various block designs from an 
efficiency-point of view, when some observations in a block are missing. For example, 
augmented BIB designs and 2-associate partially balanced incomplete block (PBIB) 
designs can be taken up. Recently, Dey and Dhall [12] have shown the robustness of 
augmented BIB designs. Rahul Mukerjee and the author also investigate the robust- 
ness of group divisible PBIB designs. This will be published in another paper. 
4. Related unsolved problems 
One of the most fundamental problems on block designs is to consider the basic 
existence question. For which values of parameters, is there a block design of the 
present kind? In this sense, the construction problem on robust block designs 
investigated here can always be challenged in general. The existence of many sporadic 
examples and infinite families are known, but existence remains far from settled in 
general. We shall describe more concrete problems as follows. 
Problem 4.1. Find a necessary and sufficient condition for a block design to be robust 
in the sense of Section 2.1. 
This condition should be presented in terms of design parameters only. Some useful 
observations have been made for BIB designs, PBIB designs, VB designs and EB 
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designs, as pointed out in Section 2.1. In particular, the robustness property of 
m-associate PBIB designs should be examined for m 3 3 at first. This is a challenging 
problem. It also appears that three sufficient conditions described in Theorems 2.3 
and 2.4 can be further refined. 
Problem 4.2. Construct a resistant BIB design of any degree more. 
As introduced in Section 2.2, there are several methods of constructing such designs. 
But, most of them have a block structure of t-designs, whose structures are not so 
interesting. Refer to Section 2.2.3 for this point. There are not too many results 
on construction methods for the present designs. A method like Theorem 2.22 is 
welcome. 
Problem 4.3. Characterize a resistant VB design. 
The concept of resistance for BIB designs can be similarly extended to a case of VB 
designs. The definition is still valid from replacing only a term ‘a BIB design’ as 
a started design by ‘a VB design’. However, in this case it may be difficult to 
characterize resistant VB designs completely. This is due to the following grounds: 
(i) Any proper VB design is a BIB design. 
(ii) Any equireplicate VB design with b = v is a symmetric BIB design. 
(iii) Any equireplicate VB design with b = v + 1 does not exist. 
kl = ... kb= 1; N l,lA; when 
ct_= 12: &_,.], corresponding to of g the incidence N, can be 
decomposed : NJ as follows. 
In this if the of Ni and N2 are in fact, 
N1 a BIB design. However, if of we 
have an example in which : NJ N’ = [qc_’ : Ni] are VB and 
N, and N, are In this it may be easy to characterize VB 
designs, as LR( 1) BIB In spite of such a situation, there are 
number of of LR( 1) of those 
to Hedayat 
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Problem 4.4. Determine a class of robust designs among available balanced designs in 
the sense of Section 3. 
There are available only tests for classes of BIB designs, VB designs, and augmented 
BIB designs, as discussed in Section 3. As the next class EB designs or PBIB designs 
should be taken up. 
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